The "Quadrapreamp Sutera" is composed by four separate preamps, each having high dynamic and very low noise. The noise is almost not measurable by any modern noise analyzer. 
The connections for every channel are available in the rear panel. 
Let's start with a description of this panel. 
Each channel has 1 XRL balanced microphonic input, 1 XRL balanced line input, 1 Class A XRL balanced +4Db output and 1 unbalanced 0Db jack output ( 775 mV ).This output prevents having 
delay in the listening of what is being recorded, a problem often occurring in low cost hard disk 
recording systems and avoids the need to connect different cables to a single source.Moreover, 
During live recording, it is possible to split two separate signals, one to the main desk and the other to a remote recording system. 
In the rear panel we find the on/off switch and the GND switch. 
In the front panel we have: 
4 balanced/unbalanced jack inputs, automatically detecting what kind of plug we use. 
When a jack is inserted the machine simultaneously disconnects the XRL line in the rear. This 
operation prevents the boring operation of connecting and disconnecting cables when the situation 
arises. Many times, in my personal experience, I spent a long time waiting for these changes, often 
losing what could have been an inspirational moment or worse. 
Each channel is provided with Phantom+48, hi-pass 75 Hz, Phase +/-, Gain , Mic/line selector, 
a small 3 led level meter. 
The Mic/line selectors in the first two channel are provided with a third mode, called H ( hi-impedance ). 
This device has been created in order to allow these operations: 
1.. 1. Recording of active and passive instruments: 
Usually when we need to record an instrument such as a passive electric guitar or items of the same kind we are compelled to connect them to a line input. The standard input line has an impedance going from 10 K to 20 K. The disadvantage of this impedance with this kind of instruments is that the sound being recorded could be described as dark, noisy and lacking harmonics.Let's figure this situation: 
We want to record a guitar directly. 
If we record it directly we might have sound problems or a sound that does not meet completely our requirements. 
On the other hand, if we use an amplifier with a microphone the sound might be good but 
not a real or a faithful one. 
The "Sutera Quadrapreamp" set in the H mode, through a specifically dedicated stage with an impedance of 2 M solves completely this problem, giving as a result a real sound. 
A sound which can be described as linear, from 5 Hz to 200 Khz. 
2. Mode H associated to vintage instruments: 
With items such as Minimoog, Piano Rhodes, Arp, Odissey and so on although they are active 
what can happen is that the quality of out signal may not be good because it is part of an old 
system or project. 
The Mode H solves this problem too, resulting in new life and vitality . 
3. Mastering. 
The "Quadrapre" is provided with 2 channels equipped with the H mode. 
These features allow us to work in a stereo mode. As said at p.2, the quality of the out drivers 
may not be good due to low cost instruments , shallowness in designing the project or it could 
just be a choice of the constructor. 
We also refer to items such as cheap CD Players, Dat Players, Mixers but we may find troubles 
with very expensive equipment too. 
The "Quadrapre" is an universal interface to solve all problems related to out drivers. 
One more thing: 
The first channel is equipped with an insert. 
Its peculiarity is that it makes the machine a perfect interface for any kind of sound effect, no matter if it is a fuzz box pedal, a 
home hi-fi equalizer or a Pro reverb processor like, for instance, a Lexicon 480. 
This insert works in any input selection we choose, ( M.,L.,H.). 
We would like to go into more details: 
If I want to use a guitar tremolo box associated to a Neumann microphone the "Quadrapre" allows us to do 
this with maximum result in relation to Noise/Signal ratio. 
Another asset of the machine: 
An artist could come up with an idea such as: "Just let me sing into this Neumann and pass my voice into a guitar amplifier. 
I want to hear what it sounds like!" 
As the interface works perfectly it is possible to do that with no problems at all. 
More: if we have recorded a bass line that suits us very well and we have done this recording 
In the direct mode but we regret not to have used ,say, an Ampeg amplifier we can proceed in this way: 
We pass the recorded signal into the "Quadrapre" and we send it to the Ampeg, with perfect, amazing result. 
We have not stressed this point, but this machine is a wonderful microphonic preamplifier as well. 
We have not constructed an excellent copy of something that already exists. 
As we have customized, adapted or transformed material from every brand or provenience for many recording studios 
we have acquired a deep knowledge about the philosophy of manufacturing and/or designing. 
What we want to imply is that the "Quadrapre" is a really innovative machine, one of those things that 
cannot be made overnight but are the result of long research and long recording experience. 
Every "Quadrapre" is handmade and there is a limited number of machines. 


